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End-point Assessment
SIAS are the leading Ofqual approved End-Point Assessment Organisation for the technical Science and Engineering Apprenticeship sectors.
EmployersTraining providers






Home » End-Point Assessment




Your go-to EPA partner for Science and technology


From start-point to end-point we help apprentices achieve their potential. We’re leading the way with an innovative and collaborative approach to EPA service delivery for the 21st century.

View our corporate brochure here.


OUR partners
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What's New










TIRO and SIAS Forge Groundbreaking Partnership to Advance Science and Technology Apprenticeships and Support STEM Industries Nationally
6 March 2024

EPA, News




TIRO and SIAS are proud to announce the establishment of a dynamic new collaboration aimed at… 
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Read More












End of Year Reflections by Steve Smith, Managing Director of SIAS
13 December 2023

EPA, News




As 2023 draws to a close, I find myself reflecting on the incredible journey we've had… 
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Read More












Meet the team – Deborah Hogget
27 November 2023

EPA, News




In this meet-the-team article, we talk to Deborah Hoggett, Head of Product and Assessment at SIAS. Thanks… 
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Read More












Meet the team – Ellie Goodwin
8 November 2023

EPA, News




In this meet-the-team article, we talk to Ellie Goodwin, Assessment Development Manager. Hi Ellie.. tell us who… 
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Read More












Reflections on AELP Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Summit
13 October 2023

EPA, News




We recently sat down with Jade Horton, our EPA Relationships Co-Ordinator at SIAS, to discuss her… 
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Read More












Supporting apprenticeship achievement rates through effective use of technology within end-point assessment
11 September 2023

EPA, News




The role of End-Point Assessment Organisations (EPAOs) is pivotal in shaping the success and achievements of… 
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Read More










View all EPA news

WHat Apprentices say
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The End-Point Assessment allowed me to portray the knowledge I have acquired over my apprenticeship. The assessment was a comfortable process which allowed me to perform to the best of my ability.



Connor Kavanagh

Apprentice at ConocoPhillips
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The End-Point Assessment ran to schedule for all of our apprentices at Pfizer. Working with SIAS was a pleasure and they provided us with all the information and documentation regarding our role as the Registered Assessor for our apprentices.



Pfizer

Apprentice Employer at Pfizer


 







The lead up to epa
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1. Enrolment
Employer chooses SIAS & training provider registers apprentice for EPA.
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2. Training

Apprentice completes their training.
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3. Gateway
Training Provider/employer provides SIAS with Gateway evidence.
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4. End point Assessment
SIAS delivers assessment to the apprentice at the end of their apprenticeship.
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5. Certification
Once passed, SIAS request certification.




EPA Services
EPA Standards
We’re delivering end-point assessments (EPA) across a range of technical subject areas.


Find out more


EPA Resources

Practical resources and advice to help you plan and prepare for the EPA process.

Find out more


EPA For Employers
Expert support and guidance at every step of the apprenticeship journey.

Find out more


Training Providers
Working in partnership with training providers to deliver the best possible experience.

Find out more




YOUR EPA Partner
We provide everything you need for a hassle free EPA experience. To find out more or to discuss your own requirements, get in touch today.


Contact us
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1st Floor, 720 Mandarin Court, Centre Park, Warrington. WA1 1GG
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The Nuclear Skills Strategy Group is the employer-led Nuclear Industry Skills lead and provides ‘one voice’ to government





Find out more









Need more information?

Need more information about the services we offer? Complete the form below and one of our team will be in touch with you.
Name(Required)


First



Last



Email(Required)



Telephone

Nature of enquiryNature of enquiry
Apprenticeships/Graduates
Training
Consultancy
End Point Assessment
Other



Comments(Required)

Consent I'd like to be kept up-to-date via email on relevant skills related news and offers. You can opt out at any time.
We're committed to your privacy. Find out how we look after your data in our Cogent Skills Ltd Privacy Policy.

CAPTCHA




  























Meet the Experts 
– A FREE 30-MINUTE DISCOVERY SESSION



Let’s Meet! To explore your specialist skills opportunities!

Let’s discuss which of our solutions will be best for your needs! Complete the form here to book in a FREE 30-minute discovery session.
Name(Required)


First



Last



Email(Required)



Company Name 

Telephone

CAPTCHA




  
















To learn more 
Watch our video






































































